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The	role	of	LaFce	QCD

�2

Provide	quan6ta6ve	input	on	hadron	structure	and	spectroscopy	
and	the	proper6es	of	maCer	under	extreme	condi6ons

• Flavour	physics	—	CKM	matrix	elements	

• Nucleon	matrix	elements:	axial,	scalar	and	tensor	charges,	σ-terms	

• Muon	g	–	2

Constrain	hadronic	contribu6ons	to	processes	and	matrix	elements	
relevant	for	BSM	physics	searches:

Provide	input	for	experiments	and	phenomenology

Validate	model	calcula6ons	and	EFT	descrip6ons

• Parton	Distribu6on	Func6ons	—	joint	fits	of	experimental	and	laRce	data	

• Nucleon	form	factors	—	neutrino-nucleus	cross	sec6ons,	proton	radius	puzzle

Inves6gate	BSM	scenarios
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LaFce	QCD	concerns	all	aspects	of  
strong	interac:on	physics
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LaFce	QCD	then	and	now

�3

“The	laRce	has	produced  
		numbers	with	small	error	bars  
		of	unmeasured	quan66es…”

[Guido	Altarelli,	DESY	Theory	Workshop	1990]

LaRce	QCD	makes	predic6ons	for	a	large	variety	of	quan66es	in	strong	
interac6on	physics	with	controlled	errors:	
• Hadron	masses	and	matrix	elements	

• SM	parameters	

• Quan66es	characterising	strongly	interac6ng	maCer	under	extreme	condi6ons	

• Precision	observables
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Example:		B-meson	decay	constant	in	LaRce	QCD 
												→  relevant	for	Vub,	no	experimental	measurement
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Example:		B-meson	decay	constant	in	LaRce	QCD 
												→  relevant	for	Vub,	no	experimental	measurement

Quenched	approxima6on
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Example:		B-meson	decay	constant	in	LaRce	QCD 
												→  relevant	for	Vub,	no	experimental	measurement

Overall	precision:			15%		in		1997		→		0.5%	in		2018

Correlated	with	an	increase	of		5	×	105		in	computer	power

Quenched	approxima6on
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Community	efforts	in	LaFce	QCD

�5

FLAG	Report:
Performs	PDG-style	global	analyses	and	averages [S.	Aoki	et	al.,	arXiv:1902.08191]

• SM	parameters	(quark	masses,	alpha_s)	
• Flavour	physics	(K,	D,	B	mesons)	
• Low-energy	constants	
• Nucleon	matrix	elements

Figure 40: Lattice results and FLAG averages for the isovector axial charge gu−d
A for Nf = 2,

2 + 1, and 2 + 1 + 1 flavour calculations.

quoted by the PDG. While the most recent lattice calculations reproduce the axial charge at
the level of a few percent or even better, the experimental result is more precise by an order
of magnitude.

10.3.2 Results for gu−d
S

Calculations of the isovector scalar charge have, in general, larger errors than the isovector
axial charge as can be seen from the compilation given in Tab. 63 and plotted in Fig. 41.
For comparison, Fig. 41 also shows a phenomenological result produced using the conserved
vector current (CVC) relation [910].

Only a single calculation, PNDME 18 [84], which supersedes PNDME 16 [830] and
PNDME 13 [827], meets all the criteria for inclusion in the average.

This 2+1+1 flavour mixed-action calculation was performed using the MILC HISQ en-
sembles, with a clover valence action. The 11 ensembles used include three pion mass values,
Mπ ∼ 135, 225, 320 MeV, and four lattice spacings, a ∼ 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15 fm. Note that
four lattice spacings are required to meet the green star criteria, as this calculation is not
fully O(a) improved. Lattice size ranges between 3.3 ! MπL ! 5.5, and the set of ensembles
includes three different volumes at a fixed pion mass Mπ ∼ 225 MeV and lattice spacing
a ∼ 0.12 fm. Physical point extrapolations were performed simultaneously, keeping only the
leading order terms in the various expansion parameters. For the chiral extrapolation, these
are the terms proportional to M2

π , while the continuum extrapolation is performed using the
term proportional to a, because the action and operators are not fully O(a) improved. For the
finite volume extrapolation, the asymptotic limit of the χPT prediction, Eq. (377), is used.

254

White	papers:
Community	White	Paper	on	LaRce 
input	for	global	PDF	analyses
[H.-W.	Lin	et	al.,	PPNP	100	(2018)	107]

The	muon	g	–	2	(to	appear)

USQCD	2019	:	WPs	on	LaRce	QCD	in	nuclear,	hadron,	flavour,	BSM	physics,	
QCD	phase	diagram,	Exascale	compu6ng
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Technical	and	conceptual	challenges

�6

Observables	have	become	more	“complex”:
• Baryon	correla6on	func6ons	

• Quark-disconnected	diagrams	(	→ flavour-singlet	quan66es)	
• Mul6-hadron	systems	and	light	nuclei	

• Four-point	func6ons	required	for	hadronic	light-by-light	scaCering
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L, are chosen to encompass the characteristic length scales emergent 
from QCD, such as the proton radius, rp ≈ 0.8 fm. In present calcula-
tions, typical lattice spacings are 0.04 ≲ a/rp ≲ 0.2 and typical spatial 
extents are 3 ≲ L/rp ≲ 8. The continuum and infinite-volume limits are 
recovered through an extrapolation with several values of a and L. 
Additionally, the input values of the quark masses in LQCD calculations 
do not typically reproduce their physical values. State-of-the-art calcu-
lations now regularly obtain ≈π

.m 130 MeVcalc , where the pion (π), the 
lightest hadron, is used to calibrate the input light-quark mass according 
to the experimental value12 = .π

.m 139 6 MeVexp . In this work, mπ ranges 
between 130 MeV and 400 MeV, allowing for a fully controlled interpo-
lation (the input parameters of the calculation are provided in Extended 
Data Table 2). The continuum and infinite-volume extrapolations and 
pion-mass interpolations are necessary for all LQCD calculations to 
compare the results with experimental values and make predictions.

Over the past decade, the LQCD community has determined had-
ronic properties for mesons (which are QCD eigenstates composed 
of one quark and one antiquark) with fully controlled systematic 
uncertainties at the sub-per-cent level, yielding some of the most 
stringent tests of the standard model. The Flavour Lattice Averaging 
Group produces a world average of meson properties determined 
from LQCD13, similar to the Particle Data Group’s (PDG) averages of 
experimental results12. In contrast to mesons, stochastic sampling of the  
nucleon path-integral results in an exponentially smaller signal-to-noise  
ratio, hence requiring exponentially more computational resources to 
replicate the precision achieved for meson properties. In fact, only a 
handful of LQCD calculations involving nucleons have demonstrated 
control over all sources of uncertainty14,15. Insight provided by pre-
vious LQCD calculations of gA also identifies the contamination of 
excited states as another major source of uncertainty2–10. Excited 
state contamination, which results from the imperfect coupling of the 
chosen creation operators to the state of physical interest, is present  
in all lattice calculations and has been proven to be particularly  
problematic for calculations of gA.

The standard method of calculating gA, as shown in Fig. 1a, relies on 
two independent separation times: the separation time of the neutron 
and proton (tsep) and the separation time of the neutron and the insertion 
of the weak axial current (tins). Although gA is independent of both times, 
the contamination from excited states is time-dependent. This contam-
ination shifts the calculated values of gA at small time separations, but 
vanishes exponentially with respect to tins and tsep − tins. Computational 
limitations restrict the calculations to fixed (and relatively small)  
neutron–proton separation times, requiring multiple calculations with 
varying values of tsep to fully control the excited-state contributions. 
However, the relative stochastic noise grows exponentially with tsep, 
while it only vanishes with the square root of the stochastic sample size. 
Therefore, overcoming this noise requires exponentially more computa-
tional resources, rendering the standard method an expensive strategy.

By contrast, the method that we use in this work11, which is inspired 
by the Feynman–Hellmann theorem, uses an explicit sum over all cur-
rent insertion times, tins (Fig. 1b), with the ability to vary t = tsep, at the 
numerical cost of a single separation time of the standard method: all 
excited state contributions depend only on t and the computation must 
approach gA asymptotically in the large-t limit (Fig. 2). By analysing 
the spectrum and gA matrix element calculations simultaneously with 
nonlinear regression, we demonstrate the ability to fully control excited 
state contributions and determine precise values of gA, as suggested 
by the agreement between the data (grey points with error bars) and 
the fit ansatzes (grey bands). In Supplementary Information (section 
S.4 and Figs. 9–15) and in Extended Data Fig. 1, we show that this is 
true for all ensembles (different choices of a, L and mπ) used in our 
calculation. In summary, this Feynman–Hellman-theorem-inspired 
method11 provides access to more data (t = tsep in Fig. 2) with a reduced 
computational cost, allowing us to remove the unwanted excited state 
contamination and utilize data at early separation times, where the 
signal-to-noise ratio is exponentially more precise, thus resolving both 
of the aforementioned major challenges in determining gA .

What remains is to extrapolate the values of gA obtained from our 
lattice calculations to the physical parameters. Effective field theory16 
(EFT) is employed to provide a rigorous prescription for performing 
the continuum and infinite-volume extrapolations, along with the 
interpolation to the physical pion mass. First, one identifies the  
relevant degrees of freedom for low-energy nuclear physics, which are 
the nucleons and pions. Second, one identifies a small expansion 
parameter, ε, which often emerges through a ratio of length scales; for 
pions, this is επ = mπ/(4πFπ), where Fπ is a quantity known as the pion 
decay constant. π

.F exp  has been measured12 to be 92.1(1.2) MeV and 
ε ≈ .π

. 0 12exp . The resulting effective field theory may be systematically 
improved: when working to O(εn) (where n = 0 denotes leading order, 
n = 1 next-to-leading order, and so on), the truncation errors enter at 
O(εn+1).

Chiral perturbation theory is the effective field theory of pions17 and 
their interactions with nucleons18, and it describes all possible interac-
tions between them that are consistent with the symmetries of QCD, 
ordered by increasing powers of επ. Although the forms of the interac-
tions are known, the strengths of the interactions are emergent low-en-
ergy couplings and can be determined only from experiments or LQCD 
calculations. However, once the couplings are known, chiral perturba-
tion theory can be used to calculate new quantities and can be used to 
describe the simulated universes where the quark masses differ from 
those in nature. This allows for a model-independent interpolation of 
LQCD results to π

.m exp .
Chiral perturbation theory is also extended to account for artefacts 

arising from the finite volume of the lattice19. For the large volumes 
used in our calculation, the small parameter controlling the finite-vol-
ume corrections scales approximately as ε = − πe m L

L . Extended Data 
Fig. 2 shows consistency between the predicted finite-volume correc-
tions and our results at fixed pion mass.

Artefacts introduced by our calculation at non-zero lattice spac-
ing are also accounted for using effective field theory. Unlike the 

Fig. 2 | Demonstration of the improved method11 on an ensemble with 
lattice spacing a ≈ 0.09 fm and mπ ≈ 220 MeV. The two sets of results 
for /g t a( )A

eff  correspond to different choices of annihilation operators for 
the nucleon, denoted as ‘SS’ and ‘PS’. At long times, both values must 
approach the ground state value of gA asymptotically, whereas at short 
times, they couple differently to the excited state contributions. The raw 
numerical results are shown in grey and the grey bands represent the full 
fit to the data (points inside the vertical grey bands are not included in the 
fits). Error bars correspond to one standard error of the mean (s.e.m.). The 
solid black and white data points are reconstructed from the two datasets, 
with the excited states (determined by the fit) subtracted from the raw 
results. The solid blue band is the ground state value of gA, determined by 
the full fit. We make efficient use of points at small Euclidean times, before 
the stochastic noise overwhelms the signal. The agreement between the 
subtracted data and the asymptotic large-time value of gA, even at short 
times, demonstrates our control over excited state contributions. The time 
axis is given in dimensionless lattice units, with a ≈ 0.09 fm corresponding 
to 3 × 10−25 s, so that t/a = 2 corresponds to 6 × 10−25 s.
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FIG. 1: Integrand of Eq. (1) in the time-momentum representation for the connected light, strange
and charm contributions. Left: ensemble D200 with a pion mass of 200 MeV. Right: ensemble
E250 at the physical pion mass. For better visibility, the strange and charm contributions have
been scaled by a factor six. The displayed discretization is the local-local one for the light and
strange contributions, and the local-conserved one for the charm. The muon mass is the f⇡ rescaled
one for the light integrand and the physical one for the strange and charm integrands.

A. The quark-connected contributions

The integrand of Eq. (1) for the connected light, strange and charm contributions is
displayed in Fig. 1 for our two ensembles with quark masses closest to their physical values.
The left (right) panel corresponds to a pion mass of about 200MeV (131MeV). The light
contribution is clearly very dominant; note that the charm and strange contributions have
been scaled by a factor of six for better visibility. On a given ensemble, the integrand
peaks at increasingly longer distances as one goes from the charm to the strange to the light
quarks, and the tail becomes more extended. At the same time, the statistical precision
deteriorates. Comparing the left to the right panel, it is clear that the light contribution
becomes harder to determine with the desired precision as the physical quark masses are
approached. Nevertheless, these plots by themselves do not fully reflect all the known
constraints on the TMR correlator, which is well known to be given by a sum of decaying
exponentials with positive coe�cients, as discussed in section II E.

Having described the state-of-the-art methods to handle the tail of the correlation func-
tion in section II E, we now describe how we applied these methods to our data. For the
strange and charm quark contributions, the TMR correlator is determined so accurately that
practically no particular treatment of the tail is needed. We apply the bounding method,
Eq. 14 with N = 0, and obtain the results given in Table IV.

As for the connected contribution of the light quarks, our choice for the final analysis is
again the bounding method on all ensembles; the only exception is the physical-pion-mass
ensemble E250, to which we return below. In applying Eq. (14), we employ the expression
containing the e↵ective mass as a lower bound, and use as an estimate for the lowest-lying
energy level in the channel the energy obtained by a one-exponential fit to the tail of the
TMR correlator. On ensemble D200, on which the ground state lies clearly below the ⇢ mass
and has a relatively weak coupling to the vector current, we use the auxiliary spectroscopy
calculation to determine its energy. We find it to be close to, but slightly below the value
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Sign	problem	in	simula6ons	of	QCD	with	μB	≠	0
Incorpora6on	of	isospin	breaking	effects:		QCD+QED,		mu	≠	md	

n-par6cle	decays	of	resonances,		n	>	2
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Outline
Hadron	structure

Hadron	spectroscopy	and	hadronic	interac:ons

Precision	observables

QCD	phase	diagram

Resources

Outlook;	Recommenda:ons
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Confront	experimental	determina6ons	with	laRce	QCD	results

Hadron	structure	calcula:ons

Consistency	checks:  
proton	radius	and	magne6c	moment,	axial	charge

Provide	input	for	experiments	and	phenomenology:
• Nucleon	scalar	and	tensor	charges	gS,	gT:	constrain	BSM	effects		

• Axial	form	factor:	ν-nucleus	cross	sec6ons	(DUNE/LBNF)	
• (Generalised)	Parton	Distribu6on	Func6ons;	transversity	(EIC)	

• Decomposi6on	of	the	nucleon	spin

Addi6onal	systema6c	effects:
• Bias	from	unsuppressed	excited	states: 

mul6-state	fits,	summed	operator	inser6ons	

• Finite-volume	effects	

• Renormalisa6on	and	matching
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Axial,	scalar	and	tensor	charges

FLAG	averages:

gu�d
A = 1.251 ± 0.033

<latexit sha1_base64="iBCBAN+vhKzv3wghQft4lEMrEcM=">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</latexit>

gu�d
S = 1.02 ± 0.10

<latexit sha1_base64="77MaP6+471lxc/ZE4lzrU+pTGKM=">AAACWHicbVBNT9tAEJ24tEBoS4AjlxURUi+17IDUXqiQeuFI1QaQYjdarydhxX5Yu2totPKhv6ZX+nPKr+k6RAgCI6309N6bnZlXVIJblyT/OtGrlddvVtfWuxtv373f7G1tn1ldG4ZDpoU2FwW1KLjCoeNO4EVlkMpC4Hlx9bXVz6/RWK7VDzerMJd0qviEM+oCNe7tTsc+M5J8b376+mPZHKVxMsgqmcRpMu71kziZF3kA6TLow6JOx1ud/azUrJaoHBPU2lGaVC731DjOBDbdrLZYUXZFpzgKUFGJNvfzKxqyH5iSTLQJTzkyZx93eCqtnckiOCV1l3ZZa8kXNfer/dA+Ge9bW1FosbSUm3zOPVdV7VCx+50mtSBOkzY9UnKDzIlZAJQZHs4i7JIaylzIuJsZVHjDtJRUlT67RtaM0txnYUzZbq6F76dN0w3BPovxOTgbxOlBPPh22D/+soh4DXZhDz5ACp/gGE7gFIbA4Df8gVv427mLIFqN1u+tUWfRswNPKtr+DwjjtHo=</latexit>

gu�d
T = 0.989 ± 0.034

<latexit sha1_base64="txWObLGrBLHHwUg3s7u+HgZMnIg=">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</latexit>

[1.2724 ± 0.0023 (exp.)]
<latexit sha1_base64="UqaEZaErg6WWdIq7M3aUtyxhVVQ=">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</latexit>

[Aoki	et	al.,	arXiv:1902.08191]
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Electromagne:c	form	factors:	proton	charge	radius,	magne6c	moment 
	⟶		proton	radius	puzzle

Nucleon	form	factors

Axial	form	factor:	constrain	ν-nucleus	interac6on	and	cross	sec6ons 
	⟶		long	baseline	neutrino	experiments	(DUNE/LBNF)

Strange	form	factors:	probe	contribu6on	from	quark	sea 
	⟶		parity-viola6ng	ep	scaCering

Quark-disconnected	diagrams:	

• required	to	determine	iso-scalar	form	factors	

• strange	form	factor
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Electromagne:c	form	factors

Proton Neutron

Charge	radii	smaller	than	observed	in	ep	scaCering	experiments	

Focus	on	systema6cs	and	beCer	sta6s6cal	precision

[Alexandrou	et	al.,	arXiv:1812.10311]Recent	results:
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Axial	form	factors

Slope	of	GA(Q2)		underes6mated	in	calcula6ons 
	⟶		focus	on	excited	states	systema6cs

Defini6on:

[Alexandrou	et	al.,	arXiv:1807.11203]

Figure 2. Results for Gu�d
A (Q2) and Gu�d

p (Q2) using values extracted from the plateau method at ts = 1.31 fm
(filled blue squares). In the left panel, the solid blue (orange) line shows the fit to our results extracted from the
plateau (two-state fit) using dipole form. Black asterisk shows the experimental value of gA. The purple, red
and green bands are experimental results for Gu�d

A (Q2) taken from Refs. [10], [9] and [11] respectively. For the
induced pseudoscalar, the open blue squares show the pion-pole prediction results to Gu�d

p (Q2) from our lattice
results of Gu�d

A (Q2) together with the corresponding fits, blue (orange) band is a fit extracted from the plateau
(two-state) fit. The filled blue squares show Gu�d

p (Q2) extracted directly from the nucleon matrix element with a
pole fit (solid black line) after omitting the two lowest Q2 values. The filled black circles are experimental results
of Gu�d

p (Q2) from Ref. [2]. The purple, red and green bands are constructed using the experimental results for
Gu�d

A (Q2) and pion pole to infer Gu�d
p (Q2).

Figure 3. Results for the disconnected contributions: Left Gu+d
A (Q2) (red) and Gs

A(Q2) (blue. Right: Gp(Q2)u+d

(red) and Gs
p(Q2) (blue). The lattice results are extracted from the plateau method at ts = 1.31 fm. The bands

show the fit using the z-expansion.

non-zero and changes the Q2-dependence of the form factor. Only after we include the discon-
nected contribution we have agreement with the experimental value of gu+d

A . The isoscalar mass
mu+d

A = 1.736(244)(374) is higher than the one extracted from the isovector case as expected from the
smoother Q2-dependence observed of the isoscalar form factor.

Our results on the isoscalar Gu+d
p are presented in Fig. 5. What is remarkable is the large dis-

connected contribution to the induced pseudoscalar form factor, which is of the same order as the
connected but with the opposite sign. Fitting separately the two contributions we find consistent

[Capitani	et	al.,	IJMPA	34	(2019)	1950009]

D
N(p0, s0)

���Aa
µ(0)
���N(p, s)

E
= u(p0, s0)

"
�µ�5GA(Q2) � i�5

Qµ
2mN

GP(Q2)
#

1
2⌧

au(p, s)
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Strange	electromagne:c	form	factors
Signal	en6rely	given	by	disconnected	diagrams

� a [fm] N3
s ⇥ Nt m⇡ [MeV] mK [MeV] mN [MeV] Ncfg Nmeas

H105 3.40 0.08636 323
⇥ 96 278 460 1037 1020 391680

N401⇤ 3.46 0.07634 483
⇥ 128 289 462 1042 701 314048

N203 3.55 0.06426 483
⇥ 128 345 441 1111 772 345856

N200 3.55 0.06426 483
⇥ 128 283 463 1061 856 383488

D200 3.55 0.06426 643
⇥ 128 200 480 989 278 124544

N302⇤ 3.70 0.04981 483
⇥ 128 354 458 1120 1177 527296

TABLE I. Gauge ensembles used in this work, where Ncfg denotes the number of gauge configura-
tions and the last column corresponds to the total number of measurements for the ratio in Eq. (7).
The values for the lattice spacing, pion and kaon masses are taken from [14], while the nucleon
masses are estimated using the two point function in this work. For the ensembles marked with an
asterisk the pion and kaon mass have been obtained from dedicated runs in connection with [15].

boundary conditions in time in order to prevent topological freezing [12]. Simulations have
been performed such that the sum of the bare quark masses is constant, which implies a
constant O(a) improved coupling [13]. See Tab. I for a list of ensembles used in this work2.

We obtain the strange electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon by calculating the
disconnected three-point function with a vector current insertion in the strange quark loop,
which is explained in more detail in the next section. The relevant diagram and our chosen
momentum setup is depicted in Fig. 1. The disconnected three-point function factorizes into
separate traces for the strange quark loop and the nucleon two-point function

Cs

3,Vµ
(q, z0;p

0, y0, x;�⌫) =
D
e�iqx

L
s

Vµ
(q, z0) · C2(p

0, y0, x0;�⌫)
E

G

, (1)

u
x y

d

u

z
s

~n
2
p02

����!
~n

2
p6

���!

# ~n2
q  6

FIG. 1. Disconnected three-point function with a vector current inserted in the strange loop (red
dot). For the range of momenta at the source and current insertion we use ~n2

p/q
 6, while at the

sink we restrict the range to ~n2
p0  2 (~n2

p/q/p0 denote the units of squared lattice momenta).

2 Note that the listed values of lattice spacing correspond to the values from [14] after a shift to �4 = 1.11,

while for the pion and kaon masses we quote the values at the ensemble value of �4. See Ref. [14] for

further details.
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This work

LHPC

ETMC

�QCD

�0.0046

(r2
E)s[fm2]

�0.04

µs

�0.01

(r2
M )s[fm2]

Good	agreement	among	different	calcula6ons	

Increase	sta6s6cal	precision	further

[Djukanovic	et	al.,	arXiv:1903.12566]
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PDFs	from	LaFce	QCD
Workflow	diagram	for	PDF	determina6on [Monahan,	arXiv:1811.00678]

bare lattice 
matrix element

renormalised 
matrix element

continuum
matrix element

continuum
quasi/pseudo PDF PDF

remove power 
divergence and 

renormalise

take continuum and
infinite volume limits

Fourier 
transform factorise

excited state 
contamination

renormalisation 
parameter 

uncertainties

discretisation
 and finite volume 

effects

spurious 
oscillation perturbative 

truncation and 
power corrections

Control	over	laRce	systema6cs	

Non-local	operator	matching	and	renormalisa6on	

Higher-twist	effects	

Inverse	transform	problems
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PDFs	from	LaFce	QCD
Isovector	unpolarised	and	transversity	distribu6ons [Monahan,	arXiv:1811.00678]
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[Alexandrou	et	al.,	arXiv:1803.02685,	arXiv:1807.00232]

[Chen	et	al.,	arXiv:1803.04393,	Liu	et	al.,	arXiv:1810.05043]
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Hadron	spectroscopy	and	hadronic	interac:ons

�16

LaRce	spectroscopy:	beyond	naïve	extrac6on	of	ground	state	
mesons	and	baryons

Focus	on	

• excita6on	spectrum	

• electromagne6c	mass	spliRngs	

• resonance	proper6es	

• mul6-hadron	states 0
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[Borsanyi	et	al.,	Science	347	(2015)	1452]
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Hadron	spectroscopy	and	hadronic	interac:ons

�16

LaRce	spectroscopy:	beyond	naïve	extrac6on	of	ground	state	
mesons	and	baryons

Focus	on	

• excita6on	spectrum	

• electromagne6c	mass	spliRngs	

• resonance	proper6es	

• mul6-hadron	states 0
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[Borsanyi	et	al.,	Science	347	(2015)	1452]
Methods:	

• Lüscher’s	finite-volume	quan6sa6on	condi6on: 
energy	levels	in	finite	volume	related	to	scaCering	phase	ship	

• Correlator	matrices	and	Generalised	Eigenvalue	problem	

• “Dis6lla6on”,	smearing
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Hadron	spectroscopy	and	hadronic	interac:ons

�16

LaRce	spectroscopy:	beyond	naïve	extrac6on	of	ground	state	
mesons	and	baryons

Focus	on	

• excita6on	spectrum	

• electromagne6c	mass	spliRngs	

• resonance	proper6es	

• mul6-hadron	states

Methods:	

• Lüscher’s	finite-volume	quan6sa6on	condi6on: 
energy	levels	in	finite	volume	related	to	scaCering	phase	ship	

• Correlator	matrices	and	Generalised	Eigenvalue	problem	

• “Dis6lla6on”,	smearing

[Andersen	et	al.,	NPB	939	(2019)	145]
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Charmed	resonances	and	baryons

�17

The	Ωc	(css)	in	laRce	QCD
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Charmed	resonances	and	baryons

�17

The	Ωc	(css)	in	laRce	QCD
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[Padmanath	et	al.,	PRL	119	(2017)	042001]

(strong	decays	ignored)
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The	Ωc	(css)	in	laRce	QCD
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[Padmanath	et	al.,	PRL	119	(2017)	042001]

(strong	decays	ignored)

Good	agreement	between	conven6onal  
charmonia	and	recently	discovered	 
	X(3842)	resonance
[LHCb	Collab.,	arXiv:1903.12240, 
	Piemonte	et	al.,	arXiv:1905.03506]
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The	H	Dibaryon

�18

Conjectured	scalar,	SU(3)-singlet	hexaquark	state	with	quark	content	udsuds
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This work, distillation

This work, FV-analysis

HAL QCD

NPLQCD

Binding	energy	from	pole	of	scaCering	
amplitude:

A / 1
p cot �(p) � ip

<latexit sha1_base64="tHpMCxIQUC8KOpmGSRxyVmdoOEs=">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</latexit>

p cot �(p) =
2

�L
p
⇡
Z00(1, (pL/2⇡)2)

<latexit sha1_base64="Ndq/NUmnoQJ+4ZInkRJVUVPCfrE=">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</latexit>

p2 = 1
4 (E2 � P · P) � m2

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="gpotbHMGJbt/K0LZADBDt+RQqmg=">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</latexit>

[Francis	et	al.,	PRD	99	(2019)	074505]
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Tetraquarks

�19

Predic6on	of	doubly-boCom	tetraquark	states:		

�E = mtetra � mB � mB⇤(s)
<latexit sha1_base64="Z7n47iw9fBjZN5K8xb2z+mwx8P8=">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</latexit>

[Leskovec	et	al.,	arXiv:1904.04197]

b̄b̄ud, (JP = 1+, I = 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="bDGZ3pjZuit8xFtbHny055mhzts=">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</latexit>

Apply	Lüscher	finite-volume	quan6sa6on	condi6on	to	extract	
binding	energy

Tetraquark	also	expected	for	 b̄b̄us, (JP = 1+)
<latexit sha1_base64="6zZGaoeOh6mV8dfHCwiQspQ8ctw=">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</latexit>
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QED+EW

HLbL HVP

QED

Strong

Muon	g	–	2	:	intriguing	hint	of	a	devia6on	from	the	SM

Uncertainty	of	the	SM	predic6on	dominated	by	strong	interac6on
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Precision	observables

�20

Muon	g	–	2	:	intriguing	hint	of	a	devia6on	from	the	SM

Uncertainty	of	the	SM	predic6on	dominated	by	strong	interac6on

Determine	hadronic	vacuum	polarisa6on	and	light-by-light	
scaCering	contribu6ons	in	LaRce	QCD	
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Light-by-light	scaCering

2

The HVP contribution is the largest hadronic contri-
bution and can be computed from a dispersion relation
and experimental e+e� annihilation data. This is a well-
developed method with a fractional-percent error. The
leading-order HVP contribution is 692.3(4.2)⇥ 10�10 [8]
or 694.9(4.3) ⇥ 10�10 [9]. This dispersive approach is
an active research area and results with reduced errors
should be expected [10]. The HVP contribution can also
be calculated with lattice QCD. With recently developed
methods and increased computational power, similar or
even higher precision results may be possible [11–15].
In contrast, the HLbL contribution is at present only
estimated by model calculations which give a result of
10.5(2.6) ⇥ 10�10 [16, 17] or 11.6(3.9) ⇥ 10�10 [1]. This
method is di�cult to improve further although it is pos-
sible to compare the model result for hadronic light-by-
light scattering with a lattice result for this scattering
amplitude [18]. A dispersion relation analysis of the
HLbL contribution is not available although work is un-
derway in this direction [19–24].

Combining these results gives the standard model pre-
diction a

sm

µ = 11659184.0(5.9)⇥10�10 which di↵ers from
the experimental value above by a

exp

µ �a
sm

µ = 24.0(6.9)⇥
10�10, about twice the estimate for the HLbL contribu-
tion. Thus, a systematically improvable, lattice determi-
nation of the HLbL contribution is needed to resolve or
firmly establish the discrepancy.

The complete set of HLbL diagrams include the con-
nected diagrams in Fig. 2 and the disconnected diagrams
in Fig. 3, 4, and 5. Only quark loops that are directly
connected to photons are drawn in the figures. This is be-
cause only these quark propagators need to be explicitly
calculated on the lattice. The e↵ects of gluons and other
quark loops are included automatically through the eval-
uation of these explicit quark propagators and the use
of an unquenched gauge ensemble. Although there are
many di↵erent types of disconnected diagrams, only one
type, shown in Fig. 3, survives in the SU(3) limit. The
other diagrams, shown in Figs. 4 and 5, vanish in SU(3)
limit because they contain quark loops that couple only
to one photon and the sum of the charges of the u, d, s
quarks is zero. Also, because the strange quark carries
only 1/3 of the electron charge, diagrams that are sup-
pressed by the di↵erence between the strange and light
quark masses are suppressed by their charge factors too.

xsrc xsnky′,σ′ z′,κ′ x′, ρ′

xop, ν

z,κ
y,σ x, ρ

xsrc xsnky′,σ′ x′, ρ′ z′,κ′

xop, ν

z,κ
y,σ x, ρ

Figure 2. Connected hadronic light-by-light diagrams. There
are four additional diagrams resulting from further permuta-
tions of the photon vertices on the muon line.

xsrc xsnkz′,κ′ y′,σ′ x′, ρ′

xop, ν

z,κ y,σ x, ρ

Figure 3. Leading-order disconnected diagram which is non-
zero in SU(3) limit. There are additional diagrams which can
be obtained from permutation of the photon vertices on the
muon line.
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xop, ν

z,κy,σ x, ρ

xsrc xsnky′,σ′ z′,κ′ x′, ρ′

xop, ν

z,κy,σ x, ρ

Figure 4. Disconnected diagrams of orderms�ml. There are
additional diagrams which can be obtained from permutation
of the photon vertices on the muon line.
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xop, ν

z,κ y,σ x, ρ

xsrc xsnky′,σ′ x′, ρ′ z′,κ′

xop, ν

z,κ
y,σ x, ρ

xsrc xsnkz′,κ′
y′,σ′ x′, ρ′

xop, ν

z,κ y,σ x, ρ

Figure 5. Disconnected diagrams of order (ms � ml)
2 and

higher. There are additional diagrams which can be obtained
from permutation of the photon vertices on the muon line.

The first attempt using lattice QCD to compute the
connected contribution to HLbL was made by Blum,
Chowdhury, Hayakawa, and Izubuchi [25], which demon-
strated the possibility of performing such calculation.
A series of improvements in methodology were made
in Ref. [26], eliminating two sources of systematic ef-
fects arising from the use of larger-than-physical electric
charge and non-zero momentum transfer. The methods
presented in Ref. [26] also lead to a substantial reduction
in the statistical noise making a direct lattice calcula-
tion with a physical pion mass possible. Here, we report
the result of the first connected HLbL lattice calculation
with physical pion mass. In addition to the connected
HLbL calculation, we extended the methods of Ref. [26]
and compute the leading disconnected diagrams shown
in Fig. 3 using the same set of configurations. This is the
first disconnected HLbL calculation and the result sug-

68

Figure 5.1: Leading order diagram, survives in SU(3) limit.

xsrc xsnkz0,0 y0,�0 x0, ⇢0

xop, ⌫

z, y,� x, ⇢

Figure 5.2: Next to leading order diagrams. O(ms �ml), vanishes in SU(3) limit.

a result, not much e↵ort is needed in order to control the error from the long distance region.

For disconnected diagrams, the signal has to come from a subtle gluon interaction between

the two quark loops, which only emerges after gauge averaging. As a result, although the

signal is still exponentially suppressed when |r| = |x � z| becomes large, the noise remains

constant for arbitrary |r|. Since the formula involves summation over r, one can expect that a

lot of noise will come from the large |r| region, and this noise will become larger if we increase

the volume. However, in terms of evaluating the diagram on the lattice, the independence of

these two loops also provide some benefit. The contraction at y position does not depend on

the position of z, allowing the M2 trick to be applied without recomputing the muon part.

(ahlbl
µ )con = (116.0 ± 9.6) · 10�11
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The HVP contribution is the largest hadronic contri-
bution and can be computed from a dispersion relation
and experimental e+e� annihilation data. This is a well-
developed method with a fractional-percent error. The
leading-order HVP contribution is 692.3(4.2)⇥ 10�10 [8]
or 694.9(4.3) ⇥ 10�10 [9]. This dispersive approach is
an active research area and results with reduced errors
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be calculated with lattice QCD. With recently developed
methods and increased computational power, similar or
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In contrast, the HLbL contribution is at present only
estimated by model calculations which give a result of
10.5(2.6) ⇥ 10�10 [16, 17] or 11.6(3.9) ⇥ 10�10 [1]. This
method is di�cult to improve further although it is pos-
sible to compare the model result for hadronic light-by-
light scattering with a lattice result for this scattering
amplitude [18]. A dispersion relation analysis of the
HLbL contribution is not available although work is un-
derway in this direction [19–24].

Combining these results gives the standard model pre-
diction a
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exp
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The complete set of HLbL diagrams include the con-
nected diagrams in Fig. 2 and the disconnected diagrams
in Fig. 3, 4, and 5. Only quark loops that are directly
connected to photons are drawn in the figures. This is be-
cause only these quark propagators need to be explicitly
calculated on the lattice. The e↵ects of gluons and other
quark loops are included automatically through the eval-
uation of these explicit quark propagators and the use
of an unquenched gauge ensemble. Although there are
many di↵erent types of disconnected diagrams, only one
type, shown in Fig. 3, survives in the SU(3) limit. The
other diagrams, shown in Figs. 4 and 5, vanish in SU(3)
limit because they contain quark loops that couple only
to one photon and the sum of the charges of the u, d, s
quarks is zero. Also, because the strange quark carries
only 1/3 of the electron charge, diagrams that are sup-
pressed by the di↵erence between the strange and light
quark masses are suppressed by their charge factors too.
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A series of improvements in methodology were made
in Ref. [26], eliminating two sources of systematic ef-
fects arising from the use of larger-than-physical electric
charge and non-zero momentum transfer. The methods
presented in Ref. [26] also lead to a substantial reduction
in the statistical noise making a direct lattice calcula-
tion with a physical pion mass possible. Here, we report
the result of the first connected HLbL lattice calculation
with physical pion mass. In addition to the connected
HLbL calculation, we extended the methods of Ref. [26]
and compute the leading disconnected diagrams shown
in Fig. 3 using the same set of configurations. This is the
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a result, not much e↵ort is needed in order to control the error from the long distance region.
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the two quark loops, which only emerges after gauge averaging. As a result, although the

signal is still exponentially suppressed when |r| = |x � z| becomes large, the noise remains

constant for arbitrary |r|. Since the formula involves summation over r, one can expect that a

lot of noise will come from the large |r| region, and this noise will become larger if we increase

the volume. However, in terms of evaluating the diagram on the lattice, the independence of

these two loops also provide some benefit. The contraction at y position does not depend on

the position of z, allowing the M2 trick to be applied without recomputing the muon part.
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Hybrid method Phys. Rev. D 90, 074508 (2014),
[Golterman,Maltman,Peris]

• Low momentum region

➡ Experiment (NLO, 

NNLO, radiative 

corrections … )

• Vary low and high Q2 cut

strategy proposed for the hybrid determination 
of the total HVP (u+d+s+c+b)

➡ continuum limit:   a—> 0
➡ infinite volume limit: V—> ∞
➡ physical quark masses
➡ isospin breaking corrections (mu≠md and αem≠0)

Convolu6on	integral	over	Euclidean	momenta: [Lautrup	&	de	Rafael;	Blum]

ahvp
µ =

✓↵
⇡

◆2 Z 1

0
dQ2 f (Q2)⇧̂(Q2), ⇧̂(Q2) = 4⇡2

⇣
⇧(Q2) � ⇧(0)

⌘

Hybrid	method:	use	experimental	data	in	the	low-momentum	region

MUonE	experiment:

Determine									in	elas6c	μe	scaCeringahvp
µ
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Where	is	the	transi6on	line	at	high	density?	

Are	we	crea6ng	a	thermal	medium	in	experiments?
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Open	ques:ons
Existence	of	a	cri6cal	point	in	the	phase	diagram	

Where	is	the	transi6on	line	at	high	density?	

Are	we	crea6ng	a	thermal	medium	in	experiments?

Role	of	LaFce	QCD
Equa6on	of	State		⟶		hydrodynamic	descrip6on	of	the	QG	plasma	

QCD	phase	diagram:	transi6on	line	and	cri6cal	endpoint	

Fluctua6on	of	conserved	charges	⟶		evolu6on	of	heavy-ion	collisions

Quark	determinant	complex	for	μB	≠	0;	conven6onal	MC	sampling	fails

⟶	Taylor	expansion,	imaginary	μB,	reweigh6ng
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QCD EoS at µB=0 

WB: PLB (2014); HotQCD: PRD (2014) WB: Nature (2016) 

•  EoS for Nf=2+1 known in the continuum limit since 2013 

•  Good agreement with the HRG model at low temperature 

•  Charm quark relevant degree of freedom already at T~250 MeV 
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Equa6on	of	State:	LaRce	QCD	vs.	Hadron	Resonance	Gas

p(T, µB)
T 4 =

1X

n=0

c2n(T )
✓µB

T

◆2n
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Extension	to	non-zero	baryon	density	via	Taylor	expansion:

[C	Raa	@	Laace2018;	Bazavov	et	al.,	arXiv:1407.6387;	Borsanyi	et	al.,	arXiv:1309.5258]

Direct	laRce	calcula6on	of	coefficients;	imaginary	chemical	poten6al
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Pressure coefficients 

Direct simulation: 
O(105) configurations (hotQCD: PRD (2017) and update 06/2018) 

      Strangeness neutrality 

µS=µQ=0 
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Pressure	coefficients	—	strangeness	neutrality

Pressure coefficients 

Simulations at imaginary µB: 
Continuum, O(104) configurations, errors include systematics (WB: NPA (2017)) 

      Strangeness neutrality 
 

New results for χn
B =n!cn at µS=µQ=0 and Nt=12  

Red curves are obtained by shifting χ1
B/µB to finite µB: consistent with no-critical point 

See talk by Jana Guenther on Wednesday 

WB, 1805.04445 (2018) 

[Bazavov	et	al.	(HotQCD),	arXiv:1701.04325]

[Günther	et	al.	(BW),	arXiv:1607.02493]
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Study	evolu6on	of	heavy-ion	collisions	—	freeze-out	proper6es

Fluctua6ons	of	conserved	charges	linked	to	cumulants,	e.g.

�B
n = T n�4 @

n p(T, µB)
@µn

B
, �B

2 ⇠
D
(�NB)2

E
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Compare	cumulant	ra6os	to	experiment	and	HRG	model
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[Bazavov	et	al.	(HotQCD),	arXiv:1708.04897]
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Sufficient	compu6ng	resources	crucial	for	con6nued	progress

Es6mated	required	resources	for	all	European	groups:	 
																																							≈		10	Gcore-hours	p.a.

LaRce	QCD	has	driven	the	field	of	High-Performance	Compu6ng 

Future	applica6ons	will	require	Exa-scale	compu:ng	capabili:es

(Hitachi’s	CP-PACS,	IBM’s	BlueGene, 
	APE	computers,	LQCD	on	GPUs)

New	approaches: 
machine	learning,	path	op6misa6on,	quantum	compu6ng,…
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LaFce	QCD	has	become	a	non-perturba:ve	toolkit	for	strong	interac:ons	
Interac6on	between	laRce	calcula6ons	and	experiment	

Enter	“precision	era”	of	laRce	QCD	

Crucial	for	experimental	program	at	LHC,	RHIC,	EIC,	FAIR,	NICA,	BESIII,…
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Increase	sta6s6cal	precision		⟶		noise	reduc6on	methods	

Conceptual	progress: 
inverse	problems,	μB	≠	0,	n-par6cle	decays,	renormalisa6on
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All	efforts	to	improve	methodology	must	be	accompanied	by	con:nued	
investment	and	improvement	of	compu:ng	resources
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